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Quiz–1

 1. Which of the following is the slowest land animal?

 a. Tadpole      b. Sloth     

 c. Snail        d.  Earthworm    

 2. Which animal loves to eat bamboo?

 a. Bear       b. Chimpanzee   

 c. Gorilla       d. Panda     

 3. What is baby lion called?

 a. Cub       b. Calf      

 c. Child       d. Kid      

 4. Name the animal which makes honey.

 a. Mosquito      b. Honeybee    

 c. Fly        d. Ant      

 5. What do zebras eat?

 a. Plants and grass    b. Animals    

 c. Insect       d. All of the above   

 6. Which animal likes to eat banana and climbs trees using its hands?

 a. Goat       b. Buffalo     

 c. Sparrow      d. Monkey    

 7. Which of the following is the type of elephants?

 a. European and American   

 b. Asian and African     

 c. Australian and African    

 d. Asian and European    

 8. Which of the following animal can copy the human speech?

 a. Koala       b. Parrot     

 c. Dolphin      d. All of the above   

 9. Which animal loves to dance?

 a. Peacock       b. Pigeon     

 c. Cuckoo       d. Crow     

Quiz Book
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 10. Sound of lion is called

 a. Bark        b. Quack-quack   

 c. Chirping       d.  Roar     

Quiz–2

 1. The process by which green plants make their food is called
 a. Photosynthesis     b. Excretion    
 c.  Respiration      d. Digestion    

 2. How does a plant get water from soil?
 a. Through leaves     b. Through stems   
 c. Through flowers    d.  Through roots   

 3. Which of the following tree is used for medicinal purposes?
 a. Mango tree      b. Neem tree    
 c. Banana tree     d. Papaya tree    

 4. Cactus are found in
 a. Hill        b. Plateau     
 c. Plain        d. Desert     

 5. New plants grow from
 a. Flowers       b. Grass     
 c. Seeds       d. Leaves     

 6. Which of the following does a seed grow into?
 a. Stem       b. Flower     
 c. Fruits        d. Young plant   

 7. Which of the following has many seeds?
 a. Avocado       b. Watermelon   
 c. Mango        d. Banana     

 8. Which of the following grow under the soil?
 a. Tomato       b. Grapes     
 c. Pear        d. Potato     

 9. Sugar is made from
 a. Sugarcane       b. Bamboo     
 c. Dates        d. Mango     
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 10. Which part of the plants collects water and nutrients from the soil?

 a. Fruit        b.  Flower     

 c. Roots        d. Bark     

Quiz–3

 1. Which of the following is essential for photosynthesis?

 a.  Oxygen       b. Nitrogen    

 c. Neon       d. Carbon dioxide   

 2. Human breathe with the help of

 a. Gills       b. Lungs     

 c. Fins       d. Limbs     

 3. What is the name of fuel used for the cars?

 a. Coal       b. Kerosene    

 c. Petrol       d. Firewood    

 4. Which of the following will help you to save water?

 a.  Have a quick 5 minutes shower        

 b. Flush the toilet 5 times          

 c. Leave the tap running while brushing the teeth    

 d. Have a deep 45 minutes bath        

 5. Which of the following gas is essential for us to breathe?

 a. Carbon dioxide     b. Nitrogen    

 c. Oxygen       d. None of the above  

 6. Which planet is the nearest planet to the sun?

 a. Jupiter       b. Earth     

 c. Mercury      d. Moon     

 7. Which of the following is known as the Brain of computer?

 a. Monitor      b. Mouse     

 c. UPS       d. CPU     

 8. Which of the following is used to type on computer screen?

 a. Keyboard      b. Printer     

 c. Mouse       d. CPU     
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 9. What is the shape of full moon?

 a. Rectangle      b. Square     

 c. Circle       d. Cube     

10. Which of the following is used to move the pointer and select things 
on the computer screen?

 a. Printer       b. Mouse     

 c. Keyboard      d. UPS     

Quiz–4

 1. What object in space do all of the planets orbit around?

 a. Moon       b. Sun      

 c. Pluto       d. Earth     

 2. How many planets are there in our solar system?

 a. 7   b. 10   c. 9   d. 8 

 3. What is a scientist called who studies space in space?

 a.  Astronaut      b. Teacher     

 c. Pilot       d. Doctor     

 4. What are your ears for?

 a. Seeing       b. Listening    

 c. Feeling        d. Tasting     

 5. What is the sun

 a. A planet      b. A satellite    

 c. A snowball       d. A star     

 6. What is something we would see easier at night than in the day 
time?

 a. Sun        b. Cloud     

 c. Stars        d. Planets     

 7. How many months are there in a year?

 a. 15   b. 13   c. 11   d. 12 

 8. How long does it take the Earth to orbit around the sun?

 a. 5 years       b. 1 years     

 c. 6 months      d. 2.5 years    
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 9. Which of the following object do not orbit in the space

 a.  Sun        b. Moon     

 c. Mars       d. Earth     

 10. How many letters are there in the English alphabet?

 a. 20   b. 22   c. 26   d. 25 

Quiz–5

 1. When India celebrate Independence Day?

 a. 15th August     b. 26th January   

 c. 14th November   

 2. Which festival is known as “festival of colours”?

 a. Diwali       b. Holi     

 c. Eid        d. Gurupurab    

 3. How many colour stripes are there in the Indian National Flag?

 a. 5   b. 4   c. 3   d. 1 

 4. How many days are there in a leap year?

 a. 360   b. 362   c. 365   d. 366 

 5. Which of the following is the capital of India?

 a. New Delhi      b. Rajasthan    

 c. Kolkata       d. Goa     

 6. Gandhi Jayanti is celebrated in India on

 a. 26th January     b. 14th November   

 c. 2nd October     d. 5th September   

 7. How many weeks are there in a year?

 a. 54   b. 52   c. 55   d. 60 

 8. In which continent India is located?

 a. Africa       b. Australia    

 c. Europe       d. Asia      

 9. Which is the smallest state in India?

 a. Delhi       b. Goa     

 c. Manipur      d. Himachal Pradesh  
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 10. Who is also known as ‘Bapu’?

 a. Mahatma Gandhi    b. Jawaharlal Nehru  

 c. Indira Gandhi     d. Rajendra Prasad  

Quiz–6

 1. Sachin Tendulkar plays

 a. Football      b. Cricket     

 c. Tennis       d. Chess     

 2. How many players are there in a cricket team?

 a. 9   b. 7   c. 10   d. 11 

 3. How many rings are there in the Olympics Flag?

 a. 5   b. 3   c. 7   d. 6 

 4. Which of the following object is used to hit the ball in the cricket?

 a. Stump       b. Pad      

 c. Bat         d. Gloves     

 5. In cricket when ball crosses the boundary, how much runs are 
awarded to the player?

 a. 4 or 5       b. 5 or 6     

 c. 3 or 7       d. 4 or 6     

 6. ‘Dangal’ movie is related to which sport?

 a. Cricket       b. Hockey     

 c.  Wrestling      d. Badminton    

 7. Milkha Singh is a

 a. Athlete       b. Wrestler    

 c. Cricketer      d. Footballer    

 8. In which of the following games, players kick the ball with their feet?

 a. Chess       b. Wrestling    

 c. Hockey       d. Football    

 9. The person which stops the football from getting into the goal post 
is called

 a. Umpire       b. Goalkeeper    

 c. Batsman      d. Bowler     
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 10. In which sport players play with a shuttlecock?

 a. Tennis       b. Golf     

 c. Badminton       d. Hockey     

Quiz–7

 1. Find a rhyming word for ‘sea’.

 a. Bee        b. Lock     

 c. Cow       d. Bat      

 2. Which of the following is the plural of ‘child’?

 a. Childs       b. Childes     

 c. Children      d. Childhood    

 3. I _____ listening to radio.

 a. Had       b. Must     

 c. Would       d. Am      

 4. Which of the following is the meaningful word formed by ‘OOKB’?

 a. OKOB       b. BOOK     

 c. KOBO       d. BOKO     

 5. Which of the following is the plural of ‘ox’?

 a. Oxs        b. Oxes     

 c. Oxy       d. Oxen     

 6. John and Sean _______ eating popcorn.

 a. Is        b. Are      

 c. Has        d. Will      

 7. Which of the following is the antonym of ‘on’?

 a. Off        b. Of      

 c. Oof        d. Ofe      

 8. Find a meaningful word from the following

 a. Hande       b. Mand     

 c. House       d. Soge     

 9. Which of the following is the synonym of ‘big’?

 a. Kick       b. Large     

 c. Mark       d. Perk     
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ANSWERS
Aptitude Test 1
1. b 2. c 3. d 4. a 5. c 6. b

Aptitude Test 2
1. c 2. a 3. c 4. b 5. a 6. b 7. b 8. c 9. b

Aptitude Test 3
1. a 2. b 3. c 4. d 5. b 6. c 7. a 8. b 9. a

Aptitude Test 4
1. a 2. b 3. b 4. b 5. d

Aptitude Test 5
1. c 2. a 3. b 4. c 5. d 6. d 7. a 8. d

Aptitude Test 6
1. c 2. b 3. a 4. b 5. a 6. b 7. b

Aptitude Test 7
1. b 2. a 3. b 4. a 5. d 6. b 7. c

 10. Birds _________ wings.

 a. Has        b. Is      

 c. Was       d. Have     


